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"Important and provocative . . . There are many tempting reasons to pick up Global Woman." â€•The

New York Times Women are moving around the globe as never before. But for every female

executive racking up frequent flier miles, there are multitudes of women whose journeys go

unnoticed. Each year, millions leave third world countries to work in the homes, nurseries, and

brothels of the first world. This broad-scale transfer of labor results in an odd displacement, in which

the female energy that flows to wealthy countries is subtracted from poor onesâ€•easing a "care

deficit" in rich countries, while creating one back home.Confronting a range of topics from the fate of

Vietnamese mail-order brides to the importation of Mexican nannies in Los Angeles, Global Woman

offers an original look at a world increasingly shaped by mass migration and economic exchange.

Collected and with an Introduction by bestselling social critics Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell

Hochschild, this groundbreaking anthology reveals a new era in which the main resource extracted

from developing nations is no longer gold or silver, but love.
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Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and Sex Workers in the New Economy, edited by Barbara

Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell Hochschild, Metropolitan Books, Holt & Co, 2002.Most of us are well

aware of the patterns of illegal immigration which bring numerous undocumented workers to the US

and other developed countries from less developed countries. Those who work in agriculture, lawn

care, and low paying jobs like janitors are well known. This book takes a detailed look at female



migrant workers. These include maids, nannies, nurses, those who care for the young and elderly

and extends to those kidnaped or sold into the sex slave trade and those who seek marriageable

partners in developed countries to obtain visas. A single mother can earn enough in a developed

country as a nurse, a nanny or as a prostitute to leave her children behind in the care of a relative

and pay for their education and daycare. This process gives her children access to a better

education that can lift them out of poverty.This book is a collection of essays authored with

assistance of researchers from numerous third world countries. The sociological aspect is

consistent with Ehrenreich's usual works--always rich with social commentary. This time she

functions as editor and provides one chapter from her earlier experience at Merry Maids as told in

Nickeled and Dimed. Hochschild is professor of sociology at Berkeley.The major migratory

pathways for women are described generally as from south to north. In the US, African American

women accounted for 60% of domestics in the 1940s. They have now been replaced by Latinas

mostly from Mexico and Central America. In Europe migrants come from Eastern Europe and the

former Soviet Union.

Nannies, Maids, and Sex Workers: Their Common Element by Rhonda Ragsdale In Barbara

Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell Hochschildâ€™s collection of essayâ€™s Global Woman: Nannies,

Maids, and Sex Workers in the New Economy, several scholars address the issues of modern

domestic workers. While some may wonder what nannies, maids, and sex workers actually have in

common, many global feminists find that their connection is obvious. In â€œLove and Goldâ€• by

Hochschild and â€œMaid to Orderâ€• by Ehrenreich, the authors address the issues of migration as

they relate to the housekeepers and nannies who care for the children of middle and upper class

(and mostly white) women. Denise Brennan considers the complexities of womenâ€™s agency in

â€œAmong Women: Sex Tourism as a Stepping-stone to International Migration.â€• Hung Cam

Thaiâ€™s â€œClashing Dreams: Highly Educated Overseas Brides and Low-Wage U.S.

Husbandsâ€• poignantly describes the difficulties feminists and other progressive women face in

Vietnam when they want to pursue career goals in lieu of the traditional position of domestic wife

and mother. In all of these investigations, women are found using migration and international

relationships as an avenue to escape the oppressive nature of their own cultures and economies. It

should be of no surprise to social scientists that women are using international migration in the

current global world. When faced with adversity, we only have a few options. We can run, fight, or

give in. For centuries, women have accepted the status quo or given in to their surroundings for lack

of other reasonable options. However, in this modern era, women hear stories and see examples of



small and large victories that cause them to reevaluate their options.
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